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1.0 Introduction
This docum ent is based on work done by m em bers of the Ontolog Forum (http://ontolog.cim 3.net) in
conjunction with the CCT-Representation project [CCT-Rep], a project to develop a form al ontology based
on the ebXML Core Com ponent Types.
One of the prim ary goals of the CCT-Representation project is to explore the rationale for using
ontological m odeling and representation languages in the developm ent and expression of E-Business
data standards.
This white paper presents an em erging realization of the potential value of ontological engineering when
applied to the standards developm ent process. It was developed through a series of ongoing
conversations am ongst project participants over the course of m any m onths. The authors consolidated
and extended their ideas to create the business case that you see presented, here. Please note that while
this work is based on the input of m any, it is not necessarily the argum ent that any of them , individually or
collectively, would m ake.
In identifying potential benefits, we considered a num ber of different approaches for augm enting current
standards developm ent processes.
The first approach is the default condition of developing data standards without the incorporation of any
visible ontological engineering. This approach served as the basis for identifying the general advantages
that ontological engineering could be expected to offer.
The second approach envisions the standards developm ent process progressing largely unchanged, with
ontological engineering m ethods applied after the specifications are largely stable. This reflects the
approach used in the CCT-Representation ontology project, where the team is attem pting to develop a
norm ative KIF (Knowledge Interchange Form at) representation of the already-existing ebXML Core
Com ponent Types.
The third approach involves applying ontological engineering in a m ore system atic fashion, shifting the
m ethodological focus from data m odeling to conceptual m odeling. W hile this approach would have the
greatest disruptive im pact on the com m ittee's work processes, it is also expected to have the greatest
com parative advantage.
Im plicit in both of the ontological engineering approaches which were considered is the use of a
standardized upper ontology. The CCT-Representation project is using SUMO (the Suggested Upper
Merged Ontology) [SUMO], which is owned by the IEEE [SUO] and available for public use. Many of the
use, reuse, integration, and sem antic harm onization benefits which are presented in this white paper
result from the use and extension a com m on upper ontology [Niles].

2.0 Expected Qualitative Impacts
A basic lifecycle m odel was used to inventory the potential benefits of applying ontological engineering
m ethodologies during the developm ent of standards:
Developm ent and Maintenance
Review and Approval
Publishing
Decision to Adopt
Im plem entation
In addition, we also identified a num ber of benefits that are "transcendent" and im pact m ultiple portions of
the lifecycle.

2.1 Development and M aintenance Impacts
Standards developm ent is hard work. Most standards bodies work harder than they have to. Not only is
getting people to agree often difficult, but getting them to use the sam e term s and m ean the sam e thing
when they use them has been the downfall of m any a fine standards body. From an ontological
perspective, the basis of any robust data standard is a shared conceptualization: agreem ent on an
underlying conceptual m odel which is reflected in the resulting specifications.
Most of us are fam iliar with situations where the com m ittee could not identify the core, underlying issues
and/or reach needed agreem ents, resulting in standards that contained "land m ines" that underm ined the
quality of the standard.
It is expected that the use of ontological engineering approaches would lower overall cost and tim e to
deliver standards. Ontological engineering can illum inate ontological gaps and m isalignm ents am ong
com m ittee m em bers and other interests. This should enable them to accelerate agreem ent on key term s
to m ore efficiently com m unicate, in general, and identify and resolve the truly fundam ental issues
associated with the targeted standard.
Ontological engineering can also be expected to im prove the stability of the resulting standards through a
num ber of m echanism s.
First, better identification and resolution of critical issues can be expected to im prove the stability of
the resulting standard, directly.
Second, an im proved ability to balance com peting interests and reduce the tendency to couch im plicit
policies, hidden agendas, and unaligned operational m odels in inherently am biguous language will
im prove the quality and transparency of com m ittee’s decision m aking process.
Third, the developm ent of ontological form alizations will allow the sem antics of the specification to be
expressed in a m ore com plete fashion, further reducing am biguity and im proving knowledge transfer
from the com m ittee to downstream com m unities.
Expressing specifications as form alized ontologies will also enable the standards bodies to m ake use of
m ore advanced tools that can autom atically perform various quality and constancy checks, create
conform ing alternate renderings, reduce drudgery, and further im prove speed and quality [Denno].
As standards are subject to a wide variety of potentially disruptive interpretations and change vectors, the
introduction of ontological engineering can be expected to help, not only with the initial developm ent of the
standard, but also in its downstream m aintenance.
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Tool and technology changes can introduce new policy objectives, sem antic requirem ents, and em ergent
opportunities. It will be m uch easier to evaluate an ontologically-com plete specification for potential
im pacts, identify the root causes of sem antic conflict [Pollock], and determ ine which, if any, changes to the
standard are advisable.
Just as technology changes are potentially disruptive, changes in the natural ontologies that com prise the
operational context for standards can also be expected to drive m isalignm ents that necessitate revisions.
New business m odels, theoretical advancem ents, econom ic trends, and social and political change – both
planned and unplanned – can dram atically change the operational context and, thus, relevancy of a
standard. For exam ple, privacy rights have taken on whole new m eanings after 9/11.
This is not to say that these benefits can be realized without additional resources. Clearly, the addition of
ontological engineering tasks to a standards developm ent effort will drive the explicit awareness of a
series of knowledge gaps that will need to be filled either with training or the addition of skilled personnel
to the effort.
Critical to the understanding of these knowledge gaps is the distinction between data m odeling and
conceptual m odeling. The risk of only relying on data m odeling to create the standards in question is that
it is a technique that m ay be unable to illum inate the critical issues that should be addressed to create a
com plete, well-articulated, and stable standard. Conceptual m odeling, in contrast, is a different activity
that requires a different set of skills. W hile the addition of those skills can be expected to increase initial
developm ent costs, they can also be expected to reduce overall lifecycle costs for a standard, especially if
they can be am ortized across m ultiple standards developm ent efforts.
The im portance of conceptual m odeling also points to a significant difference between the two
im plem entation approaches which were considered. An approach that introduces ontological engineering
late in the process – after the standard has "stabilized" – to express a data m odel m ore form ally is either
unlikely to benefit from the additional power of conceptual m odeling, or is alm ost certain to identify
conceptual m odeling issues that destabilize the data m odels which were produced [McGuinness and
Guarino].

2.2 Review and Approval Impacts
Just as the introduction of ontological engineering practices to standards developm ent can be expected to
increase the efficiency of the developm ent process, the im proved clarity of the resulting specifications can
be expected to sim plify review and approval.
The sam e autom ated tools that check consistency, verify quality, and provide alternate renderings for the
developm ent com m unity will save tim e and effort for reviewers, as well.
But perhaps m ore im portantly, the resulting specifications should be easier for people to read and
understand, because they are based on higher quality conceptual m odels that have fewer sem antic gaps
and breakdowns and can, therefore, be expressed using clearer and less com plex natural language
descriptions. It can also be expected that the supporting docum entation will better reflect social
consensus and will be less likely to suffer from divergent com m unication styles which can be traced to
m ultiple authors working from independent, unaligned conceptualizations.

2.3 Publishing Impacts
A viable standard has to be read and understood by a global com m unity. The developm ent of form al
logical m odels dram atically sim plifies a wide array of localization issues for the standards com m ittee,
m ultinational users, and transnational supply chains.
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W here m ultiple im plem entations are anticipated to rely on different expressions of a given specification
(relational database schem a, XML schem a, ASN, etc.) im plem entation-specific expressions can be easily
derived from the form alized ontology, retaining as m uch expressivity as the targeted language will allow,
and ensuring consistency and validity of those constructs which have be translated.

2.4 Impacts on Decisions to Adopt
Adoption of standards is a form of reuse. All too often, reuse is ham pered by an inability to efficiently
understand the artifact at a level of detail sufficient to com fortably envision its behavioral im plications. The
explicit articulation of a standard is often m atched by an even greater body of im plicit and tacit knowledge
which was developed by the standards body, m uch of which deals directly with the decision points,
tradeoffs, and optim izations around a particular theory of operations. that are so critical to the decision to
adopt.
Faced with what appears to be a daunting learning exercise (with an uncertain outcom e), m any choose,
instead, to develop their own approach. For those who com m it to applying a standard, the knowledge
gaps can be staggering. In m any cases consultants, com panies, and even entire industries have
em erged to fill these knowledge gaps.
As has already been established, an ontology-based standard is likely to be m ore com plete, have greater
internal consistency, and be m ore explicitly expressed. All of these factors speed the learning curve for
decision m akers. Furtherm ore, the articulation of sem antics as specific axiom atic properties can be
expected to m ake it m uch easier to understand and project the behavioral im plications of specification. By
exposing the underlying theoretical foundation of the standard, potential users will have a m uch easier
tim e determ ining where their own operational context m atches and/or diverges from the design baseline.
By providing “full disclosure” to the “buyer” of a standard, the decision to adopt becom es a m uch easier
task. Assum ing that the standard has widespread applicability, this should result in m uch m ore rapid
adoption curves, with a corresponding m ultiplier effects on the developm ent of associated tools, service
providers, and realized business value.

2.5 Implem entation Impacts
Consistent with the general benefit of im proved knowledge transfer, ontology-based standards will m ake it
easier to “educate” those individuals who are tasked with im plem enting the standard. As was described
earlier, the ability to autom atically derive im plem entation-specific subsets of the standard can also be
expected to reduce the tim e and cost to im plem ent.
Data m igration can also be a significant im plem entation issue. The richer and m ore exact sem antic
specifications that an ontology-based standard would provide can be expected to m ake it m uch easier to
relate existing data sets and associated schem as to the new data m odel to determ ine specific translation
and conversion requirem ents. Likewise, the existence of m ore com plete target specifications are likely to
significantly reduce data conversion costs.
More im portantly, the addition of form al ontological com ponents to autom ated system s can be expected to
dram atically reduce the cost of future m igrations and im plem entations. The use of ontologies represents
the next step in loose coupling: a long-term trend to abstract out critical business rules and support logic in
a way which enables the use of m ore generic (and hence stable) com putational engines. Given that the
ontologically-expressed logic can be revised without destabilizing the code base, applications can be
“dynam ic”, both in term s of handling greater com plexity and context-sensitivity and because the
m aintenance process is sim plified.
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By m aking the integration process m ore predicable and reliable, it is even conceivable that system s will
becom e self-describing and self-integrating [Ray].

2.6 Transcendent Benefits
Many of the potential advantages of ontological engineering in standards developm ent are not specific to a
given set of interests but im pact the entire standards lifecycle, thus transcending individual lifecycle
phases.
The use of an upper ontology in standards developm ent can be expected to have significant benefits to all
who interact with the standards. An upper ontology is a set of ontological form alizations that are general
in nature and have widespread applicability. They are typically extended with a set of application/dom ainspecific form alizations (m id-level and dom ain ontologies).
An upper ontology provides an initial set of conceptual m odels, which – through their reuse – can
dram atically sim plify the com plex task of shifting from a data-m odeling m ethodologies to conceptualm odeling m ethodologies. In addition, as an upper ontology represents a consensus around these core
conceptual m odels, reuse of an upper ontology reduces the potentially disruptive im pacts of individual
conceptualizations on the conceptual-m odeling process.
The reliance on an upper ontology as a conceptual anchor point can be expected to have benefits not only
within the developm ent process but on through im plem entation, where the need to extend a standard
would be m ore robust and consistent if done using the sam e upper ontology and form alization techniques
used to develop the standard in the first place.
Perhaps m ost significant over tim e, to the extent that the sam e upper ontology is used across versions of
a standard and across different standards, integration and interoperability should be m uch easier,
potentially providing “out of the box” sem antic harm onization.
Sem antic conflicts am ong related standards are all too com m on. To avoid a com binatorial explosion of
m apping and integration points associated with harm onizing m ultiple specifications, m any are currently
seeking to utilize a hub and spoke approach to sem antic harm onization, where a single standard is
chosen for the hub and all other specifications are m apped to it [Korsgaard]. This raises an im portant set
of questions. W hich specification should serve as the hub? W hat are the requirem ents to be an effective
hub standard?
As the old adage goes: You can’t m anage what you can’t m easure. Sem antic conflicts are often the
consequence of im plicit and tacit sem antics. As such, it is not unreasonable to expect the explicit
form alization of sem antics to be a necessary precursor to effective sem antic harm onization and that
standards that result from a data-m odeling approach – no m atter how rigorous – will be difficult, if not
im possible, to harm onize.
Likewise, any specification which seeks to serve as a hub for sem antic harm onization should be expected
to be delivered in a form where the form alized sem antics are explicitly expressed, typically as logical
axiom s. In addition, to be a viable hub, a standard needs to be based on conceptual m odels that are
internally consistent and com plete enough in scope to enable sufficient m apping to the targeted "spoke"
specifications to m eet functional requirem ents.
Fundam entally, this points to the need to integrate and harm onize various data and conceptual m odels
throughout the standards lifecycle. Just as standards bodies are often form ed with m ultiple draft
proposals, each with their own underlying conceptual fram ework, so too does the need to relate and
incorporate m ultiple conceptual m odels exist after the standard is published (e.g., as part of an
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im plem entation, harm onization, or m aintenance effort). Fundam entally, the developm ent and application
of standards can be viewed as an series of ongoing exercises in ontological alignm ent.

3.0 Conclusions
•

Standards developm ent is hard work. Most standards bodies work harder than they have to.

•

Standards-setting bodies are susceptible to ontological gaps and breakdowns that ham per progress
and threaten both the expressiveness and sem antic stability of the resulting specifications.

•

Ontologically form alized standards should be easier to adopt and provide num erous m igration,
integration, and interoperability advantages.

•

A system atic approach that incorporates conceptual m odeling, ontological engineering, and the use of
a standardized upper ontology in the developm ent of standards will yield the greatest benefits.

•

Adopting an ontological engineering approach will create a variety of knowledge gaps which will need
to be addressed, but should im prove the flow of knowledge both within the standards com m ittee and
to downstream com m unities.

•

Businesses and other com m unities can be expected to enjoy standards that are m ore stable, easier
and less expensive to adopt, and provide m ore rapid returns on investm ent.

Ontological engineering is being applied in the design and developm ent of com puting applications with
increasing frequency [Obrst]. So too, we expect that these ontological engineering approaches are
sufficiently com pelling that they should be adopted by the com m ittees that design the standards that these
com puting system s conform to.
The potential benefits which have been outlined in this white paper need to be tested in actual standards
developm ent efforts. W e solicit com m ittees to contact the Ontolog Forum to identify opportunities for
incorporating ontological m anagem ent and engineering m ethods in their standards developm ent projects.
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